
Student Testimonials 
Kai Kneibe (15) Germany: The staffs are really relaxed. It’s very good so you can talk with them 
very easily.  

Anton Gustafson (15) Sweden: Yeah, next year I will come with all my friends.  

Mariette Lapras, 16 from Germany: PERFECT. Love Harrow House and the UK.  

Veronica Gyllenfalk (18) Sweden: I learn new words every day, it’s good.  

Nicolas Orben (18) Belguim: My host family was the best!  

Mohamed Al Shafari (19) Oman: I will send my brother here next year to Harrow House.  

Laura Leisten (15) Germany: The staff are helpful, friendly, all the time with a smile on their 
face 

Anna Peschmann (16) Germany: The time in Harrow House was one of the best holidays I’ve 
ever had, I hope I can come back next year! 

Deka Somad (15) Hungary: I don’t want to go home…….! 

Sarah Karimi (15) Germany: Horse riding was amazing! 

Aurelien Noirault (15) France: It’s a super college where I had a lot of fun!!! The staff is very 
nice. 

Anastasia Zolotnik (15) Russia: This is my second time here in Harrow House and I really like it. 
I met a lot of new people here. My holiday was fantastic. I think it’s a good idea to come to 
Harrow House again! 

Pauline Havel (16) France: Sports: It’s super, a lot of choice. 

Teresa Wiekert (13) from Germany: I’m in Harrow Lodge, I’m so happy! 

JMonika Kirilova (14) from: I had a great time and I’ll definitely come again!  

Anton Golovznin (14) Russia: I would recommend to all my friends to come here. 

Mirna Bajt (14) Croatia: Members of staff are the best! They are funny, cool but they always 
know when’s the time to have fun and when’s the time for work – I like them very, very much! 

JSimone Terbrook (15) Germany: I love it here. I’m gonna come back for the 3rd time next year 

Nikolas Tsouloukidse (19) Greece: I’m very happy that we have so many possibilities to do 
sports. 

Mirna Bajt (14) Croatia: I love you Harrow House! This really is the best school ever! 
Everything around here is perfect!!!! 



Louise Charruyer (13) France: I’m really sad to leave HH tomorrow, I’ll miss the teachers, the 
staff, the persons I met and the parties. I will go back home with very good memories in my 
head! 

Teresa Weikert (13) Germany: I had a very nice time here with lots of new friends. 

I like Harrow House because the school has a lot of activities. I came to England before for learn 
English but this is the best school for English ! 16 F Turkish  
I have Academic Activities and I find them very interesting. It’s a very good teacher. M 17 F 
Czech  
It’s very good because at evenings you can do a lot of things and it’s very funny. Also you have 
to speak a lot of English then it’s good ! 14 M Spanish  
The sports and evening activities are good and we have so much fun ! The dome was the best ! 
15 F German  
I think that the excursions were very good and the teacher was very friendly. 16 F Spanish 

“The staff is very friendly and funny and the English classes are very exciting and helpful to 
speak and write English “  
Thomas Eichenberger (15), Switzerland 

“The staff are very kind and nice and all the time motivated “  
Simon Baumann (16), Switzerland 

“I enjoyed staying in Harrow House. I’d really like to stay in here ……. “  
Shiho Fujiwara (16), Japan 

”J“All is good ! I feel like I’m at home ! Everytime is fun time  
Michelle Nydegger (15), Switzerland 

“Our room is very nice and I like it. I like the people from other country in our room “  
Robin Moolan (15), Austria 

“I enjoyed playing football and all the lessons was interesting and fun”  
Adrien Le Marre (15), France 

“I loved Swanage and I loved Harrow House !!”  
Thanpicha Chonwasin (14), Thailand 

“I don’t want to go home ! “  
Tanya Jankova (15), Bulgaria 

“I’ll miss Harrow House. It was a really good time ! Thanks ! “  
Jeannine Aesenbacher (15), Switzerland 

“I had a really nice time and don’t want to go home !”  
Reka Somodi (15), Hungary 

“The excursions are very interesting. I saw many new things. It was great here. I met many new 
people here“  
Regula Burki (15), Switzerland 



“This week is very nice and staffs very professional. For the food there is a good choice“  
Marie Stephane (13), France 

“I’m improved my English thanks to the staff”  
Lucas Besnier (12), France 

“I love all the staffs and teachers, they are so friendly”  
Maxim Polzikov (11), Russia 

“I love England and I love Harrow House ! “  
Varvana Semenova (11), Russia 

“I like Harrow House, it is perfect college”  
Marina Gornostaeva (13), Russia 

“I’m happy in my class and I love the disco !”  
Nipon Sakuhunpharm (18), Thailand 

“The breakfast it’s super and the dinner “  
Brigita Pira (17), Kosova 

‘Harrow House is the best!’  
Russian Student, aged 13 years old 

‘Harrow House is really good and I want to go here more. It is very interesting! I’ll definitely 
come here again’.  
Russian Student, aged 12 years old 

‘It was very good at Harrow House!’.  
Student from the Czech Republic, aged 10 years old 

‘It was a great time here. I had a lot of fun and I’ve learned English. The teachers were very 
friendly and funny. Don’t change the staff, because they are the best. I will miss you but I will 
come back’.  
Croatian Student, aged 17 years old 

‘I enjoyed my stay here very much. I hope to come here again. Staff – you are the best! I will 
miss you. I hope to come here again. Please don’t change the staff’.  
Croatian Student, aged 15 years old 

The teachers have a lot of experience and the education is very good. 18 M Hungarian  
The staff are extremely friendly and the teachers are fantastic as well. 31 M Brazillian  
Comfortable beds and pillows. 19 F Polish  
We can go on excursion and we have do a lot of sports and this is great ! 18 F Poland  
I’m very happy that we have so many possibilities to do sports. 19 M German  
I’m very satisfied with my classes and my level. 17 F Spanish  
The staff made us a charming welcome. I like the way the teachers change the type of activities, 
playing sometimes games. 24 F Spanish  
The English classes are good, I’m learning a lot of new vocabulary and the teachers explain well. 
16 F Spanish  
The staff re really funny and do a lot of things for the students. 17 F Spanish  
The accommodation is perfect – a lot of space, comfortable beds. 18 F Polish  



The English classes are very good. 31 F Ecuadorian  
The food is perfect ! 21 F Russian  
The accommodation is very good, comfortable and the bathrooms are very clean. The food is 
very good, especially tasty fruits and salads. 18 F Polish  
My arrival in the UK was fine. I had no problem and everyone was friendly. 17 F Spanish  

'The place is very pretty and I really like it. The people in the kitchen were very friendly and 
something we particularly liked was that when we told them about a traditional soup from our 
country, they made a special effort and cooked it for us! The teachers are enthusiastic in their 
teaching and have a lot of patience.My congratulations to all the people who work here. 
Everyone is friendly and willing to help.Overall I have loved being here and thank you for 
making my stay so agreeable.'  
Astrid Moreno Neumann (23) 

'My experience at Harrow House has been very pleasant and good. The place is very pretty. The 
English classes have been very good and useful. The teachers have been very friendly. The 
classes are not only structured with a clear objective, but are also very entertaining. In general it 
has been a great experience and I would whole heartedly recommend Harrow House to other 
people. I would also like to take this opportunity to express my thanks'.  
Pamela Gutierrez Barrios (24), Chile 

'My experience in Harrow House has been one of the best of my life. I found a marvellous place 
where all the people who work here are friendly. The surrounding area is beautiful which helped 
make our stay so nice. I must thank the teachers for their patience. Keep going forward, you’re 
on the right path!'  
Patricia Olivares Chang (51), Chile 

'My stay at Harrow House has been very nice. I like the atmosphere and have enjoyed getting to 
know new friends and experiencing another culture as well as being able to learn a new 
language. I also like the friendliness of the staff.'  
Claudia Rojas Espinoza (41), Chile 

'The rooms are good, especially the system of opening the doors. The food is very good with a 
nice variety. The staff are very polite. The teaching has been very good, although I would have 
preferred more focus on grammar. In general it has been very good. Thank you for your 
hospitality.'  
Paola Espinosa Silvia (42), Chile 

 


